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Council OKs Vote on Athletic Fee

[)~

The Student Council voted
Thurtlday to hold a student
referendum DeceJDbeor 2 on a
proposal to establish an athletic fee.
The proposal, submitted by
Ray Lenzi, would initiate a
fee of $6 per quarter for the
athletic program. Two dollars
would be dropped from the
present student activity fee,
approximately the amount now
allocated to athletics from
the fees.
Students would thus be paying approximately $4 per term
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more than in the past. The
increase would go to provide
about 130 National Collegiate
Athletic Association scholarships which pay the athlete's
tuition. fees, room, board,
and give him $15 per month
spending money.
Southern's present scholarship system requires athletes
to work one hour per day in
season and two hours per day
when. the sport they play is
not in season.
AthletiC officials say the
increase is also needed to

suppon the expanded summer
athletic program and purchase
equipment.
Donald R. Boydston, director of athletics, has stated
that students would no longer
be required to pay admission
to athletic events if the fee
is approved.
In addition, to make up any
possible loss of revenue to
the Student Council caused by
eliminating $2 of the activity
fee, Boydston said $10,000
from gate receipts would be
contributed to the Council for
programming use.

Students, Councilmen Exchange Views
*

*

Crawshaw Case
Queries Pressed

Gov. Kerner
Backs TP's
Fund Drive

By John Epperheimer

A city commissioner said
Thursday that regular meetings
between studencs and the
Gov. Otto Kerner has given
City Coundl should be enhis endorsement to Thompson
couraged.
Point's drive to raise $5,000
Joseph R. Fagsdale, pubto buy Christmas gifts for
lic property commissior.~r,
U.S. troops in Viet Nam.
noted
that the students were
The governor sent members
"a different gE;neration" than
of the TP executive council
the
council
members. He
a proclamation dated Nov. 1
called the idea of the meetin which he endorsed the fundings
"an
excellent
sugraising drive and urged the
gestion."
public to suppon it.
The
comments
were
made
Mike Peck, presidentofTP.
at "Face the Campus:' 3.
said the drive already has repress conference sponsored
ceived its first voluntary conby Sigma Delta Chi, profestribution-a check from a civil
sional journalistic society, at
service worker at the Univer4 p.m. in Muckelrov Auditosity.
rium in the Agriculture
Money raised will be used
Building.
to purchase gifts for members
Present at the meeting were
of the 1st Brigade of the 101st
Commissioners
Frank Klrk,
Airborne Division, formerly
0, streets and public improvestationed at Ft. Campbell, Ky.
ments;
Eugene
Ramsey,
pubThis gruup was selected belic safety; and Ragsda!e, pubcause the Ft. Campbell footlic
property.
Will
i
arnE.
ball team played SIU for
Eaton, commissioner of acseveral seasons in a row,
counts and finances, was not
Peck said.
press conference. His office declined to say able to attend and notified
He added that he had been MISSING MAYOR - The empty chair was for
where he was. Councilman William E. Eaton also Sigma Delta Chi last week.
informed by the Pentagon that Mayor Do Blaney Miller of Carbondale who was
it had sent a message to the out of the city Thursday when he was to appear was unable to attend.
(Phoro by Hal Stoelzle) ~~=i~: ~ ~rl[~~~y ~;Il~fs :~~
U. S. commander in Viet Nam with Cirl Council members at a Sigma Delta Chi
fice reported Thursday aftera.<;king him what type gifts
noon that he was out of town.
would best be SUited for the Wa8hington Not Spti8fied
Members of the council
men.
fielded a variety of questions,
The fund drive moves into
but
the dominant issue was the
high gear next week when
handling of the hit and run
public solicitations will be
accident
in which a student
made in downtown Carbondale
was killed.
and will wind up Nov. 14 With
In
answer
to questions about
an all-student talent show in
Additional trainees won't be ters DiVision of the Job Corps future plans for the center. the case of Floyd Crawshaw.
Shryock Auditorium. Tickets
former
J
a
c k son County
assigned to the SIU-operated office in Washington. D.C ••
The deCision to resume asto the show will be $1.
Persons interested in con- Job Corps Center until a more said of Camp Breckinridge, signments of trustees is coroner who was fined $100
tributing can send their dona- progressive program and " Although there has been pending further discussion be- and $5 costs for leaving tbe
tions by mail to the Spirit of better management controls progress, it is not what we tween President Delyte W. scene of an accident in which
had hoped it to ile, and we Morris, the Board of Trus- Duane Antrim was killed,
Christmas campaign, Box 61, are Initiated.
Lentz Hall, SIU.
George Myers, Urban Cen- are looking for more prog- tees and the Job Corps in Ramsey said that Crawshaw
ress."
Washington,
according to had admitted he was driving
the car which struck Antrim's
Robert W. MacVicar, vice Myers.
A mutually agreeable pro- motorcycle. It had been represident for academiC afgram
of
development
is
hoped
fairS, when informed of
(Continued on Pag.8)
Myer's statement, said "That to come out of the conferences.
Myers said.
is Mr. Myerts opinion."
The University has already
I< Conversations
are now
under way between the Job cut the number of staff members
at the center because
Corps and the University to
correct the problems atCamp it is economically unadvisable
to
keep
them there. Only 388
Breckinridge:' Mac Vic a r
trainees were on the October
said.
roUs, while there are facilNo trainees have been as- ities for about 750-800.
Signed to the center since the
"Any action to reduce the
Aug. 20 riot which injured staff at Camp Breckinridge is
13 persons.
understandable," Myers said.
Wray Smith, associate diThe significance of the efrector of the Job Corps in fect this problem may have on
charge of Urban Center, the future operation of Job
placed the deficiencies of the Corps Center:;, is far reaching.
The incident poses the quesstructional
services,
admin'.•.•. ;..j....
.....
camp in three
categories:
in- tion of what kind of organizaistrative services and en- tion is best qualified to orrollee life.
ganize and operate Job Curps
Smith also said that a camps.
possible decision concerning
Past eve,lts seem EO indi'.:
resuming assignments may cate that camps run on a
come after Nov. 12. The SIU profit-m;Jkin~ system are
Board of Trustees will meet more successful than those
that day at Camp Breckin- run by a variety of non-profit Gus says, Blaney Miller.
MIKE PECK (LEFT) AND HAROLD BANKS WITH PROCLAMATION ridge, possibly to discuss the organizarions. officials said. Who he?

Still No More Trainees Being Assigned
To Camp Breckinridge Job Corps Center

Gus Bode
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WAII DlSNEYS .'

NEWEST AND MOST HltARIOUS~
.sf;'

~t •.~

Sunday at 3

~~
:a

p~m..

Ground to Be Broken for Lutheran Center
Groundbreaking ceremonies
for the new SIU Lutbenn
Chapel and Student Center at
700 University Ave. will ~
held at 3 p.m. Sunday.
A service of thanksgiving
and praise will follow at 3:30
p.m. at Our Saviour Lutheran
Church, 501 W. Main St.
Participating in the groundbreaking will be the Rev. Ray
Rist, pastor of Our Saviour
Church; the Rev. Reuben
Baerwald, campus pastor and
director of the SIU Lutheran

~Md'by BUENA 'I1STA [)jstritlvticln Co.. Inc.

«11_ ..... 0 . . . . . , _

MOVIE HOUR
FRIDAY NOYEMBER 5

MARLOW'S
PHON E 684-6921

Theatre Mu. y.boro
TONlTB AND SATl.IRDAY
CONTIllUOUS SAT FROM 2:30
·_OP~

'fMEY IJ'VUJ AND LGVm AM) ftOUGIfI'
AS
WERE NOTOIItRI(JW"o

.ntEM.

FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOO;'
ADULTS 6~~, STUDENTS 4~ WITH ACTIVITY CARD
3 - SHOWS 6:00 - 8:00 - 10:00 P.M.

base bid, air conditioning and
architect's fee.
The target date forcompletion is' August, 1966.
The chapel will seat 200 in
tbe nave. The student center
win consist of a lounge, li-

brary, classrooms, study
rooms, music room. a large
meeting area. offices and a
sexton's apartment.

Tau Kappa Epsilon Slates Open House
Tau Kappa Epsilon social
fraternity .will have an open
house and buffet dinner for
parents before the Parents
Day football game Saturday.
The open house starts at
2 p.m. and the buffet will be
served from St07p.m.Harold
Hakes, assistant coordinator
of housing, will speak.

At 10 p.m •• the mothers will
return to the house for a
social hour and the fathers and
sons will attend a smoker.
At midnight there will be
a coffee hour for all parents
and their sons.
On Sunday a brunch will
be served from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m.

VARSITY LATE SHOW
TONITE AND SATURDAY NITE ONLY
BOX OFFICE OPENS 10:15 SHOW STARTS 11:00 PM

Carol Hein and The Thr.. Stooge.

nSNOWWHITE
the THREE STOOGES "

and

Student Center; Richard Watson, chairman of tbe building
committee; and Mark Helmkamp, president. of Gamma
Delta the Missouri Synod
Lutheran student organization.
The chapel and center was
designed by architect Rex
Becker of St. Louis, and will
be built by R. B. Stevens of
Carbondale at a cost of
$278,000 which includes the

ALL SEAT5 S1.00

"ONE OF THE' YEAR'S 10 BEST FILMS!"
.,.. iii •. .,. Dally Nows
-N. Y. Post

beaUI:;:~e:: i~l~~!~b~~~. ~~mJ::?~=':1S~

the Originalllory. with Snow While. the Wicked Queen. and the
handsome Prince cparming. are added the special brand of
humor of the Three Srooges as her awkward but _1I·meaning
protec~n and daJzling skating Rquences by MUs He;...

·.ll·

Saturday~Nof)ember 6

tor

. FURR AUDITORIUM. U.UVERSITY SCHOOL
ADM. ADULTS 6o.t. STUDENTS,"" WITH ACTIVITY CARDS
2- SHOWS 6:30 and 8:30 P.M.

all
the
young
lovers
of
the
world

Jame. Garner, L.. R_i~lt. Jim Backus

-114-

THE
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~
-

LIBERTY
PH - 684-6921

Tbeatre Murphy.boro
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.JAPANESE DIALOG WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES-

I

- -

STARlING.Ayako Wakao and Akihiko Yusa
In total oppos ~ ~ ion to
other pnpu I;aT J;lp~II1C"'I,: f i 1 ~l"". PIIA:O;T{l!II H(1RSE
i.s <1 story of modern day Japan. It cont.:lins no viol\."lh.... no ~,· ..JtH·lion..;
no erotic.i<;m. It is the!' story of .'1 youn~ farm ~lOo; ..... ho 1.1\·i:)h~!~ !t!

the

MO~~~:':'~:-=

.'In(~

hi" 3ffection on a TllCe

ADULTS

hor~e.

'THC LANDAU COMPANY ........NTS

dnd of the lives of those around him._

60~, STUDENTS 40¢

1

WITH ACTIVITY CARDS

••••••4.:..··;.... .....
"WRI~;u~~flO=;::;~lWIND"
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Activities

'Wuthering Heights' Set on TV

Meetings, M'usic, Play
Sched~/ed for Today
Moslem Students Association
Will meet at 2 p.m. today
in Room E of the University Center.
The Sociology Club Will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the Seminar
Room of the Agriculture
Building.
The Movie Hour will feature
"Snow White and the Three
Stooges" at 6, 8, and 10 p.m.
in Furr Auditorium of University School.
"Lady From Shanghai" will
be the Cinema Cuasics
feature :it 8 p.m. ill Davis
Auditorium of the Wham
Education Building.
The Southern Players will
present "The Madwoman of
Chaillot' at 8 p.m. in the
University Playhouse.
The Pakistani Students Association will meet at 4 p.m.
in the Studio Theatre of
University High School.
Derartment of Music opera
auditions will be held at

7 p.m. in Shryock Auditorium.
The Parent~ Day m!.lsical program will be presented at 8
p.m. in Muckelroy Auditorium of the Agriculrure
Building.
The Christian Science Organization will meet at 9: 30
a.m. in Room E and at 7:'?"
p.m. in Room 0 of the Un'
versity Center.
The Pre-Law Club will meet
at 10 a.m. in the Family
Living Lounge of the Home
Economics Building.
The Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet at noon
and at 7:30 p.m. in Room B
of the University Center.
A record dance will be held
at 8:30 p.m. in the Roman
Room of tile University
Center.
Alpha Zeta, honoraryagriculture fraternity, Will meet at
5:30 p.m. in Muckeiroy Auditorium of the Agriculture
Building.

The BBC's production of
Emily
Bronte's
claSSiC,
"Wuthering Heights." will
star Calire Bloom on "Festival of the Arts" at 9:30
o'clock tonightoverWSIU-TV.
Other programs:
5 p.m.
What's New: An orphan's
hunt for his family after
World War II.
5:30 p.m.
Film Featurette.
8 p.m.
Passport 8: Hong Kong.
8:30 p.m.

Munch Will Speak
To Sociology Club

I;:;:y:~eathe~

6 p.m.
Music in the Air.

PARny
7:30 p.m.
Folksounds: Blues, ballads CLOUDY
and bluegrass.

A;

af'""'

..

"Recent Advances in the
Field of Monot'<!rpenic Glucosides" is the subject of a
lecture at 4 p.m. today in
Room
HI
of Parkinson
Laboratory.
Fernand Schneider, post
doctoral fellow, Department
of Chemistry, will give the
talk.

Clale, nUnol •• second elallS PlaU.le paid at
C..rbondale. IlUnots 62903.
PoliCies of The Egypc:tan are the responslbtllty of the ediror•• Statements published
here do nor necessarily reneet the o?lnlon
of the administration or a_"y d~nmem of
the University.
Edltor(a! and buslneRs offices Ioeated in
Building 7 .... 8. Fiscal officer. Howard R.

Partly cloudy and warmer
with a high in the upper 60s
to lower 70s. Record high
for this date is 82, set in
1915, and the record low is
18, recorded in 1939, according to the SIU Climatology
Laboratory.

Edltorial Conference: Tlmot:hy W. Ayel1l.
Evelyn M. ,\ugu:Uln" FTed W. Beyer.Joseph
B. Coot. Joi'm W. Epperbeimer. Roland A.
Gill. Pamela J. Giearon. John M. Goodrlcb.
Frank S. Messersmlrh. Edward A.. Rapeltl.
Roben 0.. Reincke. anet Robert E. Smith..

I-u. u.w.,

EYEWEAR

3. Corred Appearance
ONE DAY service available
(or most eyewear 8 -50

r---------,
r----------I
'69
9

I CONTAC1' UNSES 1
1
50 I
I

L

Insurance.SIO.aO per yea. :

I THOROUCH EYE 1
I ~AnON 1
l
La
83 50
~

---------~
--------~
CONRAD OPTICAL

Get you. cap,. at UD's,
U·City Book.to •• , ABC Liquor,
&J'. Market 0. Campus Supply I
&Tb.1. book h.a DOt be. . b.aaecl
from campus.

Dance
9-12 p.m.

213 e.main

Blillareis
Announces

NEW LOW RATES
$1 per hour per table
Till 6:00P.M.
(Any number of players)
Come in and watch Bob
Brandolino practice!

Le Cue Billiards

Fo«,.difiK.

310 South Illinois

Sunday f _
NDvember 7- 6 p.m.
Film: "Almost Neighbors"

Discussion Groups •••.•

SUP"ER5O¢

Coffee
House
8IbS.

Your eyewear will be 3
wa}1! correct at Conrad:
L Corred Prescripiion
Z. ComJd FIJIing

NNED . ~'
FROM "
. CAMPUS

4-6 p.m.

Long. Telephone 453-2354.

~
C. _.
II
~ '"--

Po.t Doetoral Felw.,
To Talk on Chemi.try

~

.

BERNICE SAYS.•.
Jazz Trio

WSIU to Feature Reading
Of Milton's 'Paradise Lost'

In 007-Type Role

ULe Bon Mot
deSIU"

PETER MUNCH

Peter A_ Munch, associate
professor of sociology, will
speak at a Sociology Club
seminar at 7:15 p.m. today
in the seminar Room of the
Agriculture Building.
Munch spent part of the last
academic year on the south
Atlantic island of Tristan da
Cunha wbere be conducted a
study of its people, observing
changes in the community
since its re-establishment
after forced evacuation.
Bruce B. MacLachlan, assistant professor of anthro"Great Performances" at 8 p.m.
8:30 p.m. today on WSIU
Voices on Campus: A talk pology, will give an anthroRadio will feature Anthony
by guests who have appeared pologist's view of Munch's
presentation.
Quayle
reading
Milton's
on campus.
"Paradise Lost."
Daily Egyptian
Other programs:
11 p.m.
PubUahed: In tbe Department ofJoumlilJlam
Moonlight Serenade.
Tuesday tbrouBb Saturday throupcuu: !be
IICbool year excepr: durlnlUnl.,ersllY vacation
2:15 p.m.
periods, examination weeks. and legal holiStudent Featured day.
Germany Today.
by Southern Illtnots University. Carbon-

3:05 p.m.
concert Hall: Barrok's ConA repeat showing of "From
certo for Violin, Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 5 in Chicago With Love" will be
presented
at Cinema Classics
o major ar.d Debussy's "La at 8 p.m. today
in Davis AudiBotte a Joujoux."
torium in the Wham Education
Building.
5 p.m.
The film is an amateur proThe Chorus.
duction starring John Byrum,
an SIU stUdent, as a James
5:30 p.m.
News Report.

This World of Credit: Buying on revolving credit.

Illinois
Open:
Fri. & Sat. 9pm.lam
This Week:
"The Pain of
Discrimination"
Controversial Art
Exhibit by
Billy Marrow
Jackson
U of I

and
Experimental Fi 1m
by Mr. Frank Paine
Film ProductiDn
Department

T

Tonight Thru Sunday

H
E
W

SHOW STARTS 7:15

E

L
L

Show" at 7:15/10:25
'I1IUTII
AIID
UCIRIIUS
••. fDse

. ---~

1IIdIr!

Shown at 9:15

411 S. ILLINOIS, ACROSS FROM THE VARSITY THEATRE
CORNER 16th AND MONROE, HERRIN Dr. R. ~o'::~trist
~
....~
....~
....~
...~
... ~~~~~
.... ~
....~
... ~
... ~
....~.~~,~----~
..~
....~
....~
... ..~~.~~~~~~~~~~~
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Pointers Send Gifts to GIs
For W2eks now the campus
bas been caugbt in the flux
of expressions of support and
dissent overtJ.S. policy in
Viet Nam. Testa-ins; forums,
debates, polls and Jetters bave
appeared aU over Carbondale.
The mest meaningful expression of opinion to date
bas beenorgaI!ized.
Thompson Point is raising

money to send a Christmas
gift to eacb soldier in the lst
Brigade, 101st Airborne Division. from Ft. Campbell,
Ky., now stationed. in Viet
Nam.
"The Spirit of Christmas:'
as the project is called, needs
$5,000. Because it will send
material gifts instead of cards
and letters, it will be much

more expressive of U.S. student support of the war.
The project has the approval
of local, university and :Iational officials, but support must
come largely from students.
You can make Christmas happier for a young man who
will be far away from home
during the boliday.s.
Give I
John Epperheimer

Now It's All Up to You, Wild Ones!
All is quiet now beside
Lawson Hall. And beside
Morris Library, And beside
Old Main. It is quiet because
the Security Police quietly
attached tickets to motorcycles that were parked near
these buildings a few nights
ago.
e yc1e parking is not allowed
in the academic section of the
campus, partly because of the
nOise problem. They make
even extra noise when the
baffles in their mufflers have
been taken out, as has been
done by some studer:ts.
Recently the Security Police

were only giving out warnings "anti-cycle." Many of them
to illegally-parked cycles. recognize the utility and fun
Now fine goes with the ticket. that cycles mean to students.
The administration is trying
It might not be too long to overcome the problems of
before the University has the parking, theft, noise and
Security Police get even more accidents that are concurrent
serious about motorcycles. With the increase in cycles.
The "bikes" are currently
If such problems can be
in danger of being banned from overcome, cycles will be
campus, just as cars w~re a allowed to stay.
few years ago.
One thing is certainThe administration's sud- if cycles are to stay on
den interest in cycles stems campus, students will have to
from the special problems prove that they can handle
arising from the increasing their vehicles safely and
numbers of cycles on campus. responsibly.
Officials are not necessarily
John Goodrich

:.~

~Pfil:I}~
. •

.

#

•

Bruce Shanks. Buffalo Ev@ftinK News

FUSE LIGHTER

Letter to the Editor

The War's a Mistake -Let's Not Destroy Life to Save Face
On my return to this campus I find that numbers

What this statement fails to mention is a fact free to choose the government they please. Wewill
which (so far as I am aware) no one has ever support their (so-called) "freedom" (by shooting
officially dared to deny, namely, that not a single those who disagree) if and so long as they choose
one of these 10 governments was ever popularly not what they want, but what we want them to have!
elected. And that, consequently, the promises made
(6) No one will deny that the U.S. does not desire
by our 4 Presidents were, In each case, made to
a government which actually did not represent one inch of Vietnamese territory, i.e., it is true
that we are not in Vietnam as a colonial power (we
the will of the South Vietnamese people.
(h) not telling us that, in our allies' signing of the can even point to the historical fact that we once
0) So far as I was aware, not a single member official Treaty ten years ago, they pledged to see to gave the Phillipines, which we owned for over half
of the team that evening undertook to "speak for it that South Viet Nam would have an opportunity for a century. their freedom.) But we are there
the entire University" or even for the faculty, let a free election supervised by either the U.N. or as mIlitaristic imperialists because we are trying
alone for the student-body or administration. other neutrals; and that not only was this election to foist an unwanted government on an unwilling
Each of us gave his respective (and personal) never held, but we kept on supporting government people.
after government In South Viet Nam, although each
point of view.
refused ~o permit such an election;
(7) The very fact that the majority ofthe Ameri(2) It is true that I remarked that University
can people (and even the majority of persons on this
people were too intelligent to be merely "taken
(c) continuously telling the American people campus) are willing and ready to support such an
in" by. either governmental or other propaganda. that, in fighting the Viet Cong, we have been fight- imperialistic war shows just how far we have deIf I was mistaken in this, I apologize::. (Although ing Communism - while carefully refraining parted from our historical traditions and position.
this merely would prove that my high opinion of the from saying that the original Viet Cong were not Apparently we have not yet learned that you cannot
intelligence of University people was sadly mis- communists a1.' all and that, by fighting them with shoot either freedom or democracy into people with
placed.)
armaments we have succeeded in driving them into guns or napalm.
the arms of the Communists.
(3) As tar as I am able to recall, all six of us
(8) It isn't only the supporters of international
charged the present Administration in Washington
(4) But, of course, if you are going to get the mass-murder (my word for the euphonious sounding
with misleading the American people as concerns American people .0 send· their sons, brothers, "war") whose hearts are bleeding for "our boys
our involvement in South Viet Nam by:
husbands and fathers half-way around the globe over there." My own heart is bleeding for them
(a) telling us that no less than the four latest not merely to kill other people, but to risk their much more pointedly, because I knowthattheyhave
Presidents had made commitments to South Viet lives, you had better give them a cause big enough no business to be there. What is more, my heart is
Nam-something which is true, if for South Viet to support - and communism still is good enough bleeding for the human beings our boys our called
Nam you mean the "momentary governments of to be that cause )despite the so-called "conver- upon to kill. But even more than that my heart is
South Viet Nam:' of which there hav~ been no sion" of the Russian Bear, which refuses to support bleeding for the close to 200 million Amerifewer than 10 since U.S. power first went to the the Chinese one).
cans who seem to have lost their moral insight,
support of the late Mr. Diem (against whose
vision and commitment to the point where they
(5) In our position in South Vietnam we are flying cannot, or will not, see that they have lost these later murder this same U.S. Government did not
lift a finger, if it was not actually implicated in directly in the face of everything AmerIca has moral virtues which not only made America great,
ever stood for:
but which, once upon a time, caused us to become
(a) The right to self-determination by the people the very hope of all mankind. By our imperialistic
(one of Woodrow Wilson's famous 14 Points). All war in Viet Nam we are daily losing more and more
the Viet Cong want is the right to choose theIr own of the respect of our friends. Even Great Britain
government; when we refuse to let them exercIse is finding it necessary to diSsOCiate herself more
that right. we betray our own history. And what and more from our unfortunate Southeast Asian adis our (both official and unOfficial) reason for .this venture. (Which NATO nations have troops in
refusal? We suspect that the South Vietnamese Viet Nam in support of our own?)
might vote for Ho Chi Minh. Granted that you and
I may not like Ho Chi Minh didn't like Goldwater
(9) America.1S used to look withhaughtydisdain
either, but I never advocated shooting people who
wanted to vote for him). As a matter of fact. our upon the so-called Oriental need to .. save face."
Now,
under the impact - and pretext - of saving
conduct With reference to Viet Nam is exactly
parallel to the Kashmir problem, where India our national honor. we have stooped to the very
same
position I Apparently we are infinitely more
refuses to permit a U.N.-supervised plebiscite
because she knows in advancethatthevastmajority concerned with "saving face" than we are with
saving
livesl
of (Muslim) Kashmiris would vote for union with
If a minority of American intelligentsia is awake
(Muslim) Pakistan. In my humble judgment, India
is just as wrong in Kashmir as we are wrong in to this situation and is asserting itself, alII can
say is thank God that there is still a remnant
Viet Nam.
(b) Remember the famous cry of the American in the United States which refuses to let itself be
Revolution? "Taxation Without representation!" hoodwinked by even official propaganda under the
Well, the South Vietnamese find themselves taxed by guise of "patriotism," It is precisely because
a government which they did not choose and which I love my adopted country that I cannot remain silent
they do not want. Yet we have supported (and often when I see her going in the direction into which we
helped to bring into being) each of ten governments have allowed ourselves to drift, simply because we
in the last ten years against the will of the masses do not have the intestinal fortitude to admit that
our venture in South Viet Nam was wrong from
of the South Vietnamese people.
(c) We piously claim that we are fighting in Viet the beginning.
Nam for human freedom. Yet it is quite clear that
we do .Mt..WanLthe..South.llietnamese peODle to. be. .__
....•............... Paul.A.rthw:.Scbilpp
it).

of persons have avsiled themselves of the opportunity to react (in one way or another) to the
campus "teach-in," Oct. 15. Inasmuch as 1 happened to be one of the partIcipants in said "teachin:' you will, perhaps, grant me the privilege of
a few remarks in the columns of your (truly
esteemed) campus paper:

a
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Meet the Faculty

Four JOilI
Sociology

9

Department
Four new faculty members
have been added to the Department of Sociology.
Harry Gold and Norris C.
Larson have been appointed
assistant professors. A native
of Detroit, Mich., Gold was an
instructor at Rutgers before
coming to SIU. He received
a doctorate from the University of Michigan and is
interested in urban sociology,
occupations and complex organizations.
Larsoll, who is interested
in methodology and strategy
of theoretical research, received a doctoral <:\egree from
Syracuse University. He is a
native of Oak Park.
Edgar Patterson, an instructor in sociology, taught
at St. Louis Junior College. A
specialist in medical sociology, he received his master's
degree from the University of
Kansas in 1961. His home town
is Independence, Mo.
Another instructor in sociOlogy, Martha Brose, is mainly interested in SOCial work
and related studies and will
work at both the Department of
Sociology and at the SIU
Clinical Center. A native of
Chatfield, Ohio, she completed
her master's degree in 1963
at Indiana University.
.

0

_

DON'TBEA
LOSER!
B&A

TRAVEL
SERVICE

715 S. Univ •• ity

549.1863

FOR
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Two Sessions on Teaching to Be Featuret!
In Today's Conference on Religious Studies

The Consultative Conference on Religious Studies· in
State Universities being held
on campus has scheduled two
sessions for today.
The first session begins
With a luncheon at 12:15 p.m.
in Ballroom C of the University Center. FollOWing the
luncheon. a panel presentation
on "Strategies ior Teaching
About Religion in a Pluralistic
Society" will be given by
speakers representing three
different faiths.
Robert Katz, professor of
religion at Hebrew Union College. Cincinnati. Ohio; Roy
Battenhouse, chairman of the
Indiana University committee
on the study of religion;
Samuel Sandmel, provost and
professor
of Bible and
Hellenistic literature, Hebrew
Union College-Jewish Insti"While there is a real tute of Religion at Cincinnati;
ideological conflict between and Anthony Nemetz, profesChina and Russia, it is. to a
great extent, just a coverup
for a conflict of interests."
This is the analysiS of Karl
C zernetz, member of the
Austrian parliament anddelegate' to the United Nations. who
spoke here Wednesday night
on the changes in Eastern and
Western Europe.
He reviewed the Situation
in each of the countries of
Eastern Europe.
C zernetz said that in each
of the satellite countries there
is strong national government
with its own brand of communism.
Each is undergoing liberalization so that the countries
could keep pace with industrial
changes in the world.
Czernetz said Albania's
switch to the Peking line
proved that " Russia is afraid
to use force."
This shows how far the
liberalization has gone, he
said.

Satellite Countries
Becoming Liberal,
Austrian Asserts

.~':

sor of philosophy, University
of Georgia, and contributor
to Catholic journals,; will take
part.
About 150 people are
expected .to attend the dinner
at 6:30 p.m. Friday in Ballroom B of the University
Center. Following the dinner
a panel discussion on "The
Creative and Crucial· Role of
Religious Studies in the University
and
Church of
Tomorrow" will be presented.
Franklin H. Littell, professor of church history at the
Chicago Theological Seminary
and author of a number of
books, including "The German
Phoenix" and "From State
Church to Pluralism," will be
one of the panelists for the
dinner discussion.
The other panelist will be
the Rev. John A. Hardon, a
member of the Jesuit order
and associate professor of

philosophy
and
religion,
Western Michigan University.
He is the author of two books,
"Protestant
Churches in
America" and "Religions of
the World," and is also area
editor of the New Catholic Encyclopedia and a contributor to
the Encyclopedia Americana
and the International Encyclopedia.
The closing address of the
conference will he given by
Wilber G. Katz, professor of
law at the University of
Wisconsin. He will speak at
9 a.m. Saturday in Muckelroy
Auditorium on "The New
Climate of Legal Opinion"
as it affects the teaching Qf
religious studies.

DINING
PLEASURE
.Prime Ribs
-Steaks of all cuts
eAssorted Fish Plates
-Italian Dinners
-Antipasta of all sorts
... CATERING TO PARTIES,
RECEPTIONS & 8ANQUETS
OPEN FROM NOON
TO MIDNIGHT

FOR RESERVATIONS:
PH. 457-2985

Little Brown Jug
Steak House
119 Harth Washingtan

introducing ttte
COMBINATION POLICT
FO:l CYCLES UNDER 125 CC
$10.000/20.000/5.000 LIABILITY
$:15 DEDUCTIBLE COLLISION
AND FIRE & THEFT

$55.00

12 MO.

0

FRANKLIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY
703 S. Illinois Ave.
Phone 457·4461

As fresh and new and exciting as a
fall day, the look of Noralee. A look
never before seen in this area, it will
captivate you with its grace and charm.
Mon •• Tues., Wed.

B. Miller girls
THIS WEEK -

;;;t;ilee's

Beauty Salon
114Y2 N. Illinois

Miss Jeannie Merz
Alpha Gamma Delta

Shampoo and set $1.15

$3~

>W#t;f

.,

for thE'

fashion consciClIlS ""E'd

711 South University Avenue
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Rece ... d for Weekend

Maze of Legal Technicalities.

Stalls Communist Party Trial
WASHINGTON (AP) '- The
trial of the Communist Party
stalled in a maze of legal
detail Thursday and was recessed for the weekend.
An FBI infermant who belonged to the party for nine
years told the court she would
have been willing to register
the party with the government
four years ago if she had been
asked.
That's where the trial
bogged down. Judge William b.
Jones ordered the U.S. District Court jury to ignore the
answer of Mrs. Lulu Mae
Thompson. Then he repelled
time and again prosecutor
Joseph Lowther's attempts to
restate the question.
The party is charged in 23
cOunts with failure to register
a& an agent of the Soviet
Union as required by the 1950
Internal Security Act. It fixed
a maximum fine of $230,000
if convicted.

Because' an earlier conviction on the same charges was
reversed on grounds the government neglected to prove the
availability, of a volunteer
registrant, Lowther is seeking to prove in the new trial
tt;at such a volunteer was
available to the party.
But while he promised to
bring forward a witness Herbert O. Marriott - who
claims to have inft-rmed a
party official of his willingn e s s to register for it last
February, Lowther chose first
to attempt to prove that Mrs.
Thompson would have acted
in November 1961 had she
been asked.
Mrs. Thompson, a resident
of French Camp, Calif., said
she joined the party in June
1953 and left it in March 1962.
Her previous te stimony before
the
Subversive Activities
Board, which first required
the party to register, revealed

that she had jclined the party
as an FBI informant.
One court functionary dozed
in his chair and the jury of
eight women and four· men
gazed around the courtroom as
Jones, Lowther and party attorneys John J. Abt and Joseph
Farer hassled ove~ the
propriety of Lowther's questions.
Jones upheld Abt's objections to the questions put to
Mrs. Thompson on the ground
that Lowther had failed in his
questioning to lay the proper
legal groundwork to prove the
witness' state of mind four
years ago and make her claim
of Willingness acceptable.
Apparently bewildered by
this turn of events, the
prosecutor attempted several
times to rephrase his questions but was rebuffed by defense objections. The trial
recessed with this snarl still
unresolved.
Lowther, in his opening
statement to the jury, said
he would prove that last February a witness had met with
the party general secretary,
Gus Hall in front of party
headquarters in New York
City.
According to the prosecutor,
the witness "told Hall he was
willing to file the registration
form for the party."

GUERRILLA PROTESTS-A Viet Cong guerrilla, blindfolded and
his hands bound together, is carried across back of a soldier of
the 1st U.S. Cavahy Division to an evacuation helicopter The
guerrilla was captured when cavalry troops raided a Communist
jungle hospital near Plei Me outpost. The prisioner refused to
walk sad was taken by force.
(AP Photo)

American and Vietnamese Troops
Ambush Viet Cong Near Cambodia
SAIGON, South Viet Nam
CAP) - U.S. cavalrymen's ambush of a column of North
Vietnamese regulars added
fresh material Thursday to
Saigon's old charge that
neutralist Cambodia is a haven
for Communist fighters.

The ambush was laid
Wednesday night on the final
three-mile stretch of a jungle
traU running from South Viet
Nam's centnl highlands into
Cambodia.
American participants said
their claymore mines, gre-

HEAD TO THE EAST GATE FOR

WE'RE NOW
CRAB ORCHARD STABLES

"RED CARPET"

CLEANING

SERVICE

This move should increase the riding pleasure
for everyone. With new and exciting trails, the fun

oC riding will he even more pleasurable than
With the move, these features will be added:

... et>nstruction 01 II stable 10, 40
houes
... organized tro;l rides
... hrealclost rides
... evening rides

... hayrides-pulled by (I team 01
horses-not fI tra<;fOr
... cflfering by Crab Orchard Mole'
... scenic ridin/l tI"oughout Crab
Orcbard Lczlce

STABLES ARE NOW OPEN
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS

CRAB
ORCHARD
STABLES
FOR IHFORMA. TIO~ ABOUT RIDES
CALL 549·2340

.. '.,

• DRY CLEANING
• SHIRT SERVICE
• LAUNDRY

EAST GATE CLEANERS
WALL AT WALNUT

PH. 9-4221

Major in Fashion! -

nades and automatic rifles
killed at least 20 of the North
Vietn2Illese as they hiked,
laughing and talking in the
moonlight, toward the frontier.
The trap was sprung by
Brave Company of the 1st
Squadron, 9th U.S. Cavalrya regiment of the 1st
Cavalry Division, Airmobile
-about 200 miles nc.rth of
Saigon.
The survivors fled Without
firing a shot, but regrouped
attacks. These the company
beat off with the help of airlifted reinforcements and the
rocket fire of armed helicopters. A V.S. spokesman said
American losses were light.
One U.,S. helicopter was sh'Jt
down. Over-all casualties
among the North Vietnamese
were t...'ldetermined.
South Vietnamese auth(r
ities over the last four ye~·
repeatedly have declared ",.,
Communists were usingCambodia for staging, supply and
rest centers. Prince Norodom
Sihanouk, the Cambodian chief
of state, has vehemently
denied it.
Lt. Col. John D. Stockton,
Columbus. Ga., commander of
,the 1st Squadron, said the
squadron had been instructed
to "get on the Cambodian
border, find them and fight
them."
"We did," he said. Other
cavalry units operating in the
same general area kiUea lOur
Viet Cong and found the bodies
of 37 believed to have fallen
under U.S. air attacks during
the· Red siege last month of
.the :special forces camp aE Plei
Me. about 20 miles from the
frontier.
Vietnamese government and
Vie! Cong detachments engaged in two fights in the
Me~ong River delta.
Shop With

Adverthlers
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Investigator Says School Burning
; Was Too Rough for Some in KKK
'i

WASlDNGTON (AP)-House
investigators told Thursday
about a 1958 conven.ion of the
Ku Klux Klan where a proposal
to burn schools drove some
members out of the hooded
order.
The purpose of tbe Atlanta
I
meeting, investigator Philip
Manuel told the House Committee on Un-American Activities, was to consolidate the
various Ku Klux Klans.
But he suggestec.. that a
proposal "to burn schools in
the event integration came to
the South" backfired.
"Isn't it true," he asked
Georgia Klansman Robert L.
, Bing, "that as a result of the
proposal to burn schools,
some persons at this meeting
dropped out of the Klan?"
Bing, 39, driver for Central
Truck Lines of Atlanta, who
was alleged to have attended
the 1958 meeting, declined to
answer.
A source said the committee
intends later to probe more
deeply into the 1958 meeting
"to show who was there and
who said what."
Bing was identified as tbe
exalted cyclops - president of the Clayton County klavern
in Jonesboro which reportedly
has given its members training in guerrilla warfare.
He was pictured also by
Manuel as a man with higher
ambitions in the Klan, having
unsuccessfully challenged in
an election Georgia Grand

De Gaulle
Announces
Candidacy
PARIS (AP) - Eighteen days
before his 75th birthday,
Charles de Gaulle announced
Thursday night he is convinced he must continue to
serve France and therefore
will run for a new seven-year
term as president Dec. 5. Few
doubt the people of France will
give him a 'Iote of confidence.
The United States thus faces
the prospect of a long period
during which France will continue as its most exacting
ally.
The president said his reelection would assure the
future of the French Republic.
He warned that if he were
defeated the nation could "fall
into a confusion even more
disastrous than she has known
before.·'
De Gaulle declared that
much progress has been made
during the past seven years
while he has been preSident,
but much remains to be done.
Among the unfinished business he listed "recovery of
our independence without renouncing our alliances." This
was an obvious reference to
the North Atlamic Treaty Organization. He wants to see
NA TO reshaped to his own
ideas.
The NATO organization now
calls for integrated military
forces. De Gaulle feds that
is an encroachment on French
sovereignty. He has warned
he plans to end French
participation in this integration by 1969, when the NATO
treaty expires.
Ending months of suspense
as to his political intentions,
De Gaulle made an eightminute speech carr ied
throughout '~the nation' by
radio and television. He appealed for a massive endorsement.

Dragon Calvin F. Craig and
baving been oofeated in an
effort to become a national,
or imperial, officer of the
United Klans of America.
Bing was said also to be
the owner of a farm in neigh-

boring Henry County used for
Klan parami Utary training and
exercises.
After dismissing Bing, tbe
committee recessed until
Tuesday when Craig was told
to return.

Growth Overemphasized

Nation ~ Economic Planning
Behind the Times: Galbraith
NEW YORK (AP) - Aneconomics adviser to the late
President John F. Kennedy
Thursday criticized the nation's planners for sacrificing
urban survival to growth of
the Gross National Product.
John Kenneth Galbraith,
Harvard professor who also
was ambassador to India in
the Kennedy administration,
said economists are 30 years
behind the times in specifying
"it is tbe growth that counts:'
"That this growth gives the
revenues to the federal
government and the problems
- from the traffic jams to
air pollution, to provision of
room - to localities is also a
detail," said Galbraith in a
speech at New York University.
"It is !'ltill considered sound
policy to give up the taxes that
might belp the cin~s in order
to stimulate the most rapid
possible growth," Galbraith
declared.
" cannot think that the public considers this policy sensible, but economic authority
is very clear on tbe point,"
said Galbraith.
"A major reallocation of

public funds from federal to
state use is one of the prime
needs of OUT time," he
declared.
"Sut authority,
which once considered resource allocation the central
problem of economics, is only
marginally concerned."

NEW YORK CITY'S FIRST FAMILY-Rep. John V. Lindsay, Republican-Liberal wiru:er in New York City's mayoral election, poses
at his home with his wife, Mary, and their children. The children
are Margaret, left, 12; John, Jr., 5; Anne, 9, and Katherine, right
(AP Photo)
rear, 14.

Prison Term Proposed for Ruby
DALLAS (AP)-The district
attorney proposed Thursday
that Jack Ruby's death sentence for killing President
John F. Kennedy's assassin
be reduced to a prison term.
This could mean freedom in
seven years.
Dist. Arty. Henry Wade, who
prosecuted the onetime night
club operator, said be has
twice offered to recommend a
sentence of life in prison.
Wade said the defense insists instead on a five-year
sentence.
There is no way a convict
can ~e kept behind bars in
Texas for life provided hehas
a good prison record.
A convict can apply for
parole in 15 years or after
serving a third of his sentence, whichever is less.

Good conduct, appointment
as trusty and donating blood
can reduce the IS-year for
parole application to as few as
seven years.
A jury assessed a sentence
of death in the electric chair
against Ruby for killing Lee
Harvey Oswald two days after
Oswald assassinated Presi-

dent Kennedy in Dallas on Nov.
22,1963.
Execution has been delayed
by numerous complex appeals.
Wade said, "One of their
attorneys - Mr. Sol Dann of
Detroit - wants to hold out
for a five-year sentence.
"We do not feel this •.'ould
be a proper punishment
4 "
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High School Girls to Attend
Clinic on Physical Education
Almost 600 girls and their
physical education teachers
from 36 area high schools
will attend the annual high
school clinic here Saturday.
Shirley Wood. lecturer in
women's physical education.
called the turnout • 'by far the
largest 'Iumber of scbools and
participants that we have
had:'
Participants will attend
classes in gymnastics. tumbling. modem dance and volleyball; they will be taught by
physical education majors.

The classes in gymnastics
and tumbling will be Held in
the Arena. modem dance at
University School and Lincoln
Junior High School and volleyball at the Women'f1 Gym and
Carbondale Comm~;::lity High
School.
Following a luncheon. SIU
stUdent clubs will provide
demonstrations in each of the
activities. Dance, gymnastics
and volleyball will be demonstrated at the Women's Gym
and synchronized swimming at
the University School pool.
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3 Carbondale Commissioners
Field Questions From Panel
(Continued from Page 1)

SHIRLEY WOOD

COOH.
MORE POWERFUL

ported that Crawshaw said
only that it was his car which
struck the motorcycle.
"In response to a question
about Crawshaw's trial being
moved up a day from the date
originally scheduled, Ramsey
said such action was normal
procedure if the attorney had
other business on the trial
day.
Asked why Crawshaw was
charged only With leaving the
scene of an accident, Ramsey
replied, "It was the only thing
we could charge him with."
He said no evi~nce that
Crawshaw was intoxicated or
was speeding or driving recklessly cuuld be found.
Ramsey noted that a state
trooper questioned Crawshaw
and the county coroner investigated the accident and
that these officials could have
filed state charges in the case.

Tll6N 6 LOtOMOTIW.
CURSES, FOILE'D
6MIN ltV ~ONDA...
:tT~ MORE POWERFUL THt.N r~ WILL

EVER BE.

WILLIAM D. GRAY

Faculty Seminars
Speakers Listed

.
o.
-".
III~
~

The schedule of speakers
for the November faculty
luncheon seminars has been
comoleted.
William D. Gray, professor
of botany, will speak Friday
on "Population and Protein".
Ralph E. McCoy, director of
libraries, will speak Nov. 12
on "The Library and the
Knowledge Explosion."
The last program for the
month will presented by Don
Ihde. assistant professor of
philosophy, who will speak
Nov. 19 on "The Revolution
in Theology."

C~
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(~~ Free
Lube Job
with this
Special 10 point
inspection
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Oil change
Oil Filter change
Check & Adjust Brakes

o
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$ 9.95
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Peace Corps Plans
To Recruit Here
Peace Corps offiCials will
viSIt SIU during the week of
Nov. 14 as part of the Peace
Corps recruiting program on
collej!;e campuses.

D&

D
Z

In other points discussed,
Commissioner Ragsdale predicted that city residents
would vote by April, 1967, on
a proJAlsal to institute a city
manager form of govern me nt
in Carbondale.
Asked about the conditions
in some off-campus housing.
Ramsey said that landlords
"stick students in some damn
poor places."" He explained
that the city has a full-time
employe investigating bUilding and housing conditions and
that complaints will be
checked. However, he noted
that there was a large backlog of complaints.
Asked about the possibility
of rent stabilization legislation, Kirk replied that the city
had no legal authority to take
such action.
Ramsey said he hoped seven
more men would be added to
the Carbondale police force
next year and some more automobile eqUipment purchased.
He added that some proceeds
from the new city utility tax
will be used to build a new jail
and other facilities.
In response to a question
concerning the city proposal
that
motorcyclists
wear
reflective ve s t s, F amsey
replied that Thomas L. Leffler, SIU security officer, was
invE'stigating the possibility
that cyclists receive these
when they register their
vehicles at the University.
Regarding future expansion
of Carbondale's boundaries,
Ragsdale said it was the city's
policy to "get as much as
possible inside the boundaries
for tax purposes." However,
he said the areas would be
only accepted when the residents approached the council.
Kirk promised that the
council would investigate firesafety exit conditions at two
bars in town. The basements
are overcrowded, a member
of the audience charged.
Kirk also stated that decisions concerning left turn
signals on proposed traffic
lights along Main Street would
have to come from the Division of Highways.
The SDX panel was composed of Rick Birger, Tim
Ayers, Bob Reincke and Jules
Sauvageot. John M. Matheson,
chapter adviser, was moderator.

TakeHome
"It's Finger Uckin' Good!"

For Fast Service
Ph. 549-3394
1105 w. Moin (Rt. 13 West)

Check ElChause
Check Cool ing 5y 5ten.
Check lighting system
Inspect Air Filter & Fuel Filter
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'EXHAUSTION' ...

EARL UBELL ••.

'EXTINCTION' •..

'DESTRUCTION' .•.
(Photo. by kandy Cla"k)

At Convocation

Ubell Calls Science
Both Boon, Threat
By Ed Rapetti
"Science and technology
have [wo edges, a rotemial to
save or ultimately destroy our
civilization," said Earl Ubell,
science editor of the New York
Her<'ld Tribune, at Thursday's
convocations.
An attentive c:LOwd listened
as Ubell spoke of the poten-tials for destruction and salvation that mid-century science and technology have
brought to the world.
Throughout his ~alk the
nattily-dressed ediu>T
stressed the "double edges"
of modern science. He touched
on the "three ways of destruction," annihilation, exhaustion
and extinction. and possible
solutions to these threats.
Though our progress in
nuclear weapons can bring
about annihilation in an a11out war. the profusion ofthese
weapons among the world
powers has brought about a
"strange, unexpected stability" to the international scene,
Ubbel said. "Science has
brought us to the brink of
destruction and on the other
hand brought about what might
be a solution to the problem
it created,"
Continuing. he cited the
population explosion as an
example of how exhaustion of
food, minerals and living
space could destroy our presem culture, "India had a great
civilization 2,000 years ago
but its overpopulation problems have reduced it to a
substandard economic level."
"Though s c ie nce
has

Aviation Group
Elects Officers
Edmund (Tony) DaRosa.
supervisor of SIU airpon; services. has been named adViser
to Alpha Eta Rho. professional
aviation fraternity.
New ofncers of the organization are Frank H. Graff.
president; David Massey. vice
preSident; and Marilyn Cutler.
secretary-treasurer.
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brought about effective 'death
control' it has yet to effect
adequate birth control," he
stated. Science and technology
will have to solve the problem of controlling pc.pulation
in addition to increasing food
supplies in order to maintain
a balance that will enable us
to survive.
In regard to the supply of
mineral resources he said,
"We will reach a point where
it will be necessary to mine
ordinary rock, such as granite,
to extract the minerals we
need. When we reach that
point our civilization can
never turn back or it will
collapse,"
On the point of extinction
Ubell said that since 1900 we
have been fast becoming a
"sterile society"-in terms
of conquering diseases. The
danger here is the possibility
that some new strain of virus
or bacteria which we are not
immunized
against could
cause major epidemics such
as the influenza epidemic of
1918 which killed over 20
million people around the
world.
The study andexperimentation with human heredity also
illustrates the way science
can be a boon and a threat to
mankind, Ubell continued. Experiments have shown that
hereditary malformations and
disorders can be prevented
but we can reach a point where
some lethal gene can be introduced to large populations accidentally. In other words
controlling heredity can backfire.
In closing, Ubell said that
we have come "halfway
through a tunnel fraught with
problems and obstacles; the
question is, Do we have enough
gas to get all the way through?
I think so."

ROCKET
CAR WASH
May We have
the opportunity
to serve you?

Fish Sandwich & Coke

coke ••• 20C

fish ••• 25C

The all campus favorite ..• !pick gold-~~
fish sandwich, plus a large cold coke.
Budget priced but extra va gently
prepared •

"TheMost
modern equipment."

Patterson
Hardware Co.
W. Main at JIIin(.is

MURDALE
SHOPPING CENTER

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
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The Head. Applied

Campus Wrestling
Planned at Arena

Football Fans Voice Discontent
On Other Unlucky Campuses
Bv Joe Cook
Southern may not be such a
bad place to coacbloaing.
football teams after all.
Rumblings bave been heard
recently in at least four major

thefin~t

in

shoe-repair
(Work done while you wait)

Settlemoir's
from de flll'si'Y

ACTOs.J

We dye SATIN shoes !

:::=========:::
TRY OUR
BIG POOR BOY
SANDWICH

60(

INCLUDES 1/4 LB PURE
GROUND BEEF, FRENCH
.FRIES & COLESLAW
pTTLE BROWN JUG

universities where games this
year have frequently been
played and infrequently won.
From the Minnesota Daily
came .. There are several
things which any foothall team
that played as poorly as the
Gophers did saturday does not
deserve.
"Things like congratulations. campus paper pleading
for the fan support that will
obviously not be there five
days from now and the kind
of verbal beating it is talcing
almost every place Gopher
games aro analyzed."
From the Pittsburgh News
came "To understate, John
Michelosen (Pitt Coach) has
had
a problem With his
defensive unit. They haven't
progressed as far as they
might have.
If it weren't
for a couple of players the
gridders wouldn't have a
chance against Podunk U:'
At
the
University of
Wisconsin, heat is being
applied to Badger Coach Milt
Bruhn following his team's
50-14 defeat to the University
of Michigan last Saturday. The
defeat dropped the Badgers
into the second division of the

Big 10 with a 2-2 record.
And finally at Kansas Uni- .
versity Coach Doug Weaver
is under fire following his
team's 34-0 loss \:0 arch rival
University of Kansaso The
shutout was the team's siXth
in seven games this year
0

0

Although it's highly unlikely. Southern could field
an entire starting sophomore
offensive unit Saturday against
MIKE McGINNIS
NQrthern Michigan University.
Shroyer's starting lineup end and last week against
will contain 10 sophomores Tulsa was employed as a
with senior quarterback Jim flanker back.
Hart the only exception.
Tom Calabria, asophomore Radio Announcer
from Rittman, Ohio, is listed
as a quarterback, although be To Join Cyclists
hasn't played in a game sofar
Meeting Sunday
this year.
Jesse Tettaton, a St. Louis
Mike McGinnis, who last radio announcer and an official
week returned to the lineup of the American Motorcycle
follOwing knee surgery, has ASSOCiation. will be present
switched positions almost as at the organizational meeting
many times as some people of a SIU cycle club Sunday.
The American Motorcycle
change their shirts.
McGinnis started as a Association, tbe largest cycle
quarterback, was Switched to organization in the United
a defensive back, played last States, has shown interest in
organizing the estimated 2,000
year as both a tight and a
cyclists on campus.
Lin Kuchler, executive secretary of the association, is
reportedly planning to fly to
SIU from California to attend
the meeting. His attendance,
however, is not definite.
The meeting will be held
at 4 p.m. Sunday in Lentz
Hall.

The intramural wrestling
tournament will be held from
8 to 9:30 p.m. Nov. 15 and 16
in the Arena.
Each wrestler must report
both evenings to avoid forfeit,
but he will not be expected to
compete more than twice in
one evening.
Weigh-in time is 3 to 6 p.m.
Monday on the locker room
scales at the Arena. A participant cannot weigh more than
the division he enters in.
The weight divisions are
115, 128, 136, 145, 163 and
175 pounds. Heavyweights
must check in at the scale.
It will be a straightelimination tournament, with threeminute
matches.
Final
matches will be four minutes.
Teams will be made up
from the fraternity. off-campus, off-campus dorm, and
men's residence halls leagues.
The team scoring the highest
number of points will be given
an award. Individual awards
will also be given to the win>fer of each weight division.
Only two men per team can
compete in each weight. First
place gives a team five points,
second three points, and third
one point. One point is needed
for advancement, and each
fall, forfeit or default subtracts one point.
minois higb school rules
will be followed with the exceptions mentioned above.
All managers or representatives of teams and individuals who will not compete
on a team must attend a managers meeting on Wednesday,
and turn in rosters or entry
blanks then.

TONIGHT

Ghpee cheeps fbp Ghe pad whiGe aod NEW!

SWIM'S
Harley ·Davidson Sal.s
Energy,lIIinois
(Rt. 1~2 Miles S. of Herrin)

w

The AII·American Leader of the licfdweiIbt
league - 11-50 SPORT! Looks like it's moving
when it's· standing still. And when it's not
standing still • • • ZAP! Who would believe
it·s 5Occ? The 1966 custom M·50 and M-50
Spert have JO% more horsepower than before
- a hot, new Dellorto carburetor and tuned
exhaust. All-steel construction, Pirelli tires,
optional trail kits for both models. And prices
that start at about $225! That's below low. Ride
one now, Sport or custom. Or try the new
tiger we call Bobcat that turns up 175cc.
Your Harley·Davidson dealer has all three.

Take the family to

McDONALD'se

for
a treat

in

food

!II

I HARLEV-DAVIDSON1
a

I
M, ~.<. ;~~

1-' •

S

50

(w. endorse

the SIU
Cycle Club)

Murdale Shopping
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lOin Offense

Sophomores Picked
For Saluki Lineup
By Bob Reincke
Most SIU football fans know
tbat the Salukis' most abundant
commodity is sophomores.
Coach Don Shroyer may be
out to prove it Saturday against
Northern Michigan here; he
is expected to field a starting
offensive lineup of 10 sophomorp.s and a senior.
Shroyer used a similar lineup with no effect last week
in the Tulsa disaster. The
lone senior member will be
quarterback Jim Hart.
Included among the sopho-

JOEEWAN

mores are Hart's two favorite
pass receivers, John Ference
and Bill Blanchard. Ference,
who has caught 32 passes this
year. for 354 yards, needs
only three receptions Saturday
to set .3. new .school.xecord.
The present record of 34 was
set by the late Harry Bobbitt
two years ago. Ference broke
one of Bobbitt's records in
the Drake game when he hauled
in 13 passes. Blanchard has
caught 16 passes !or 222
yards • .
The starting tackles are
expected to be Ralph Galloway (238) and Ted cunning-.
ham (116) with AIEqUi {205r
and ROil<- McCartney (193) at
the guar.ds. Starting center
will be'. Joe Ewan. a 220pounder; '.~
JoinIng Hart in the backfield will· be halfbacks Gene
James and /lrnold Kee and
fuliback Hill Williams. None
of the trio is averaging more
than 2.6 yards, and a lift from

-====== qund.-=====

one of them appears nece ssary
if Southern is to win.

The starting defensive lineup is expected to be similar
to that of last week. The
probable starting ends are
Gene Miller and Larry Wolfe,
with tackles Mitch Krawczyk
and Vic Pantaleo and middle
guard Al Jenkins completing
the forward wall.
Equi and Galloway, both
starting on offense, will double
as linebackers. Completing
the defensive secondary are
cornerbacks Gus Heath and
Norm Johnson and safeties
Warren Stahlhut and Eddie
Richards.
This secondary will get
some relief this week now that
the Tulsa game is past. Including the 477 yards through
the air given to the Hurricane,
Southern's defense has been
shredded by seven opponents
for 2,125 yards, about evenly
split between passing and
rushing.
The offense is also going to
have to pick up. The Salukis
have been albe to rack up
only 1,359 yards this year,
about 800 yards less than the
opposition. Much of the deficit is attributable to the fact
that the Salukis have rushed
for a net of minus-three yards
in the last two games.

Basketball Ticlc:ets

Over 250 new and used guns for
sale or trade. Decoys, Rainsuits,
boots, hunting clothes, Ammunition
and other supplies at Lower·prices.

JIM'S

Southern's passing hasn't
been as effective as it was
in the past two years, and
either it or the rushing will
have to improve if the Salukis
hope to end their six-game
11,0~S~i!!ng!.!s:;tr~e;:ak~._ _ _ _ _ _

SPORTING GOODS
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MURDALE ~OPPIHG CENTER
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Classified advertising rates: 20 words or less Gr. $1.00 per insertion; additional words:

fh.e cents each; four cans.cutiv. issues for $3.00 (20 _rds). PO'/able before ... ~ de"c!line, which is two days prior to publication, except faf Tuesday's pop ... , which

IS

noon
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G.E. 16" portalil. TV - $55; 2

:;':I;~_1~re::·;5 ':"ach~~r:;:~;

ditian. ElCtras - chrom. fend.r
..,d ... I.... r. Just tuned up. A.k.
I..g $280. Call Fred,

549.30~~

FOR RENT
10'" 55' trail ........quat. fer 3
studeets. $35 ..... stud_to I..qulre

::.:I\~W.!arty

Tim. on

~

1-----------1-==:..:.::.:::::----.....:=-1
:'h'!.ies~~:s, =:: s~s~'::. 1940 Plymouth .....aar .edan, II,.. ~::~::r ~~~:.!e".,:::u= G:'::

y.... goods; storage chests that

On S a Ieat Are n a

Basketball season tickets
are now on sale at the athletic
ticket office in the Arena.
Season tickets are priced
at $16 for faculty and -staff.
$18 for alumni and $20 for
the general publiC.
Last year's season ticket
holders have until Oct. 18.to
re-order the same seats they
held a year ago.

"'iitii.IWI!"'III!!~
••' ....... .

FAST/ONE STOP
SNACKS
I
FROZEN
I
FOODS I
ICE CREAM I
MILK
I
BREAD
:
CANDY
: TOILETRIES :
I MAGAZINES I
NEWSPAPERSI
r CIGARS

~ ~I~~R~~T~S~

OUTHERN ~~~:
Il.LINOIS & COLLE.GE ..

Goose Season
Opens Noy. 8th

... OP~N.814.M..t9.JJ..t:'M DAIL.'(.

2'ST

Ph.,... 457-6097.

1-----------;
1958 MGA Roadster. Rebuilt engine. N.w paint. Mak. an offer.
Call 549·2836.
205
1965 Suzuki 25Occ. Ex"enent
conditian. Blac:k. 3000 mil .. s.
$580 or best offer. Can Sam, 457·
"60 after 10 p.m. 516 S. Pap~,;,s
1964 Ford, Galaxl. 500, "Dr.,
white· .ld....... 1 tire., air "and I·
lIan ..,. 5 pro seat belts installed.
$2,300. RCA tape recorder, mago&lne load, $75. Salar photo enlarger, Model ,t,5-f, cdden~er,
a
F/4.5 Wollen~l ....... s$'160"'p P·Ing trO'/s, s
I.... t.
•. ro·Ieetion .c ....., beaded, 30 x <10.
$10. Praleet_ati1: slide pro. leetar, 2 " 2. $45. p.oIaraid c:om.ra, Model 800, wink IirJtt, cas.,
$50. T.lephon.457.8086.
208

" .. lIent conditlan. just 0.· ...hauled, $100. 1932 Dodg., 4-daar
:::-, $100. Phone 684-'ST~
er 5 p.lD.

City blacktop ni .. :It house .....
Old 13 Sauth. $10 p.. _nth.
Adequat. parking. Quiet, con:;::;t{3 ;.~..5;~:"lshed. ~

1964 250"". H.... da 5c:rambler.
5,000 mil ... Call Bob at 457.
5324 aft 3 p ... and before 8
p....
er.
221

Needed:' or 2 girl. to "'are
trail.. wint.. quarter. Ph_
549-1630.
216
HELP WANTED

Westam Apparel _ Cartervill..
We have 0 complete II ... of we.t·
.m clothing .... both m_ and
ladl.s I.. cludlng stretch frantl..

winter quarter. Mu.t share room
at Thompson Point. Ex"enent
.alary. Call 453-34".
225

I------------t-------------t
1------------4--....:..:.::.::.;......;.;;.;....;;...-:---:-1

t,an~io:;~!!·IW:!;"

:'i·:"-:: t.::~

_.t.... fashions. Cart..... lII.
Westam 5tore, 100 M. Dlylsl.,n.
985-2500. Open Weekday. 9.5:30,
SUncl ..... 1-5.
174

-,
1------------.
1964 TrlUlllph T.l00, 5R, 5OOcc.
Perfect candltlon. $850. 50e Bill
Raam No.2, 510 S. HO'/..
204

1961 Volkswagen, blue. $800 or
be.t off•• Goad carditian. Rcr.lio,
h.at..., .eat belts. Call 9.1185.
223
1960 Austin-Healy 3000. R.bullt
engine. New clutch, tire., paint.
Wire wheels, jump .eat, tonneau
caver. aest offer. 549.2994. 606
S. Lag....
222

Call

't~

~~c~~~:=."';:.::t;::~: :~

1965 aridg••~. trail 90.' 400
miles - 6 _aks old. Can't m.et
payment.. Llk. new. Can Dan
at 549-3366.
234

1.et of 8 key .. Found an Mill
Street Monday ."eni n9. May pick
up at 711 S. Poplar upon Identl.
ficati....
236
I-----W-AH--T-E-D-----t

Over $1500 Inve.ted In bik•• Will
sell cheap. Call Ted. 457.79~~

!~~r::i!:'" $f2c5'~:"&..!t :tf:~
Sa. Georg., Malibu Villag., Trail.
er No. 'ST.
230

Girl to ....... eHiciency opart...... t with gradu_ .tud.nt. Tel..
:":; ••9.3906. 10 blocks

~92

1-----------:-,
~rol:d=::s;...iu:~s s~d:'~S:

1957 Hideaway trail... 8'45.'
best offe.. acc.pted. Must .ell.
Also 1960 Fiat Osco, DOHC,
$850. Call 549·.ua.
197

Ii ..e in noomy 3.bedraam home ""d

share ."Pen •••• Call 457-4439
after 5
224

p....

Imm.di_ly needed. Girl to a •• lst
h ... dicapped student in dail~
living activitie.. Share TP rae"';
$150 monthly. Can 3-3484.
271
':':":-::-::':'"'"'~::---1

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
Salectric typi .. g, "orban ribbon,
universol symbols, choic. of
typo, following T ..obi ... form. Girl

:~;~~ l~ecC:..ari:f!";iC;;ck~~:

229

SERVICES OFFERED
Cains, old and rare, bought and
sold; coin supplie....d book..
Doc',. Cain Shop, Murdal. Shop-

~:.ter~.ent...

behind

"Curt'2~

"Europ. on $5-A.D.," _ Far
informatian, contact Jack Sampier,.co5 E. Callege, Rm. 10•
549-3154.
95
Safety

first

driver's

training

;:;i~~:~~':." I~:-::t::"c~you want to 'I ..... to drive? Call
549.4213. Box 933, Carbonclal.

6

~h.:d,

-andbou:;ini:~

'R'!::r

1-----___-:=----, li.C:;z!dst;!:"::"'~III:'.."J.·e!:
LOST

1964 Monzo convertible. 4 .p....
transmission. Excellent condi_
tion. AI SO 1957 Chevralet hardtop
with 371 engine. Cali 453-3568.
. .......... ··········211.

W. need 0 ... cr_I_, but .tralrJtt
thlnklag. _n (_ _ an) for an
advertising layoat position. Ex_
perienc. i... ael ..erti.ing quite
!lelpful. You· wilJ _ t tralnl.. g
in sole., and then praceed to
take over fro"; th.· pre.... t copy_It.... Tral' J to staft immediaiely. Aftaonooio .. Call Ran Gaskey, 453-2354 at the Dally EgyptIan for an I..torvlew.
213

1-------------1r-_________

1957 Chry.ler. 34,000 mH.s. T_ I-----F-O-U-H-.D-----.
duor hardtop. Perfect. Four "lOW

~i~··!,;;c6:,~aning.

~:::.:': r:'~:..ts.:e~:I&.lr~!I;

Gray cat. 5ix months old. Lo.t in
vieinity of 608 E. Parle. T_
......k. ago. Silver collar. R.ward.

CaU.~9.:~": ............... ~.~ .. .

dealer. Phone 7·5094. 1115 Walk·
up, Carbondal..
203

E"cellent typing .o"";"e on electric IBM typewri_. Call Mr••
Meyer, 457-6648, aft... S p.m.
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Mets'Boyer
Will Present
Fund Honors
A dinner to honor Ken
Boyer. National League baseball player and general campaign chairman for the St.
Louis Chapter of the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society.
will be held at 7 p.m. today
at the University Center.
Boyer, former third baseman with the St. Louis
Cardinals anj now with the
New York Meta. will present
awards to the volunteers in
the Southern lllinois area who
worked
on the multiple
sclerosis hope chest campaign.
There are approximatel}'
5,000 victims of the disease
in the 71 counties ir. Southern
Illinois and eastern Missouri.
It is a progressive disease of
the central nervous system
and mainly strikes adults in
the 20-40 age b!'acket.

Amateur Rodeo
Set for Sunday
The annual Block & Bridle
Club Amateur Ilodeo is scheduled for 1 p.m. Sunday at the
livestock field pens, aquarter
mile southwest of the horse
Center headquarters buildings, southwest of the campus
on Ileservoir Road.
Among the events scheduled
are barrel and calf riding,
Ix-ot racing, bale and calf
roving, calf scrambles,
branding, horse riding, cutting
out cattle, special exhibitions
in barrel riding, and "ribbon"
roping, a team effort involving
calf roping.
Participants in the events.
are to register at the livestock pens at noon Sunday.

FisH~FRIESI
",~

\~"';
.
....

40C

'''fOR 80TH

.

Homo of tho WorldJ
;Cn!atost lSe HalJ1l)urgor·1
DELIVERIES MADE· Small
charge on orders under
S3.00. free over S3.00
PHON E 451-6373
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COST
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